
INCOSE UK Technical Director Report, September 2018 
This report details the activities of the INCOSE UK Technical Director for the period of July 2018 to 

September 2018. All details are correct as on 14th September 2018. 

Groups 
One of the main engagement mechanisms for INCOSE UK is through the various Groups that are run 

by INCOSE UK Members under the auspices of the Technical Director. 

We currently have ten active Working Groups and increased activity in the Local Groups this year. 

This year we shall also be repeating the Group sessions at the ASEC and Group posters, as we have in 

recent years at the ASEC. 

The day-to-day running of the groups and general management has been shifted to the President-

Elect with overall responsibility remaining with the Technical Director 

Report and other publications 

Z guides - review of guides 
The review of all Z-guides is ongoing. 

- Z11 – a new version of Z11 has been produced and is ready for final review prior to publication 

- Z0 – a new poster for Z0, which will be an all-encompassing graphic is in progress. This will be 

an overarching poster that all other Z guides can refer to. 

The first draft of Z0 is now complete and has been sent out for initial comments. Comments have been 

received and passed on to the artist to produce the final version. The intention is to get feedback and 

to publish this in time for ASEC 2018. 

Don’t Panic – book series. 
The new book is selling well. In addition, sales of ‘Don’t Panic’ are also increasing sales of other 

publications, such as ‘Think Engineer’ and the Competencies Framework’.  

We currently have several proposals for new Don’t Panic guides: 

-  ‘Don’t Panic! Guide to interface management’ by Paul Davies and Hazel Woodcock. The 

original target publication date was Q3 of 2018 with the intention to launch it at the ASEC but 

this has now been delayed. 

- ‘Don’t Panic! Guide to professional development’ by Kirsty Ackroyd-Wallis. This has now 

passed the initial review process and feedback will be sent to the author presently. 

- ‘Don’t Panic! Guide to system thinking’ by Stuart Burge and Richard Beasley. This is currently 

out for review and awaiting comments. 

- ‘Don’t Panic! Guide to architecture frameworks’ by James Towers and Aurelius Morkejevis. 

This is currently an expression of interest. 

Think Engineer – Year of Engineering Special Edition 
There is an initiative to produce a special edition of Think Engineer to celebrate the Year of Engineering 

2018, which will be sponsored by UKAB companies 



New publication: TeamStorming, participant’s and facilitator’s guide 
After having run a number of TeamStorming sessions now for INCOSE UK (Systems Summit, EMEA, 

ASEC workshops, etc) the response has been very positive that this is a good approach to take for 

structuring various types of meetings, including future summits, UKAB sessions and STEM events. 

The participant’s guide (given out to participants) and the facilitator’s guide (used by facilitators) are 

currently published by, and the IPR owned by, Scarecrow Consultants. At ASEC 2017 it was proposed 

that Scarecrow signs over the IPR to INCOSE UK on condition that INCOSE publishes each guide as a 

formal guide, and this was accepted by Council Members who were present.  

The first complete drafts have been produced and are being reviewed by Do-the-Eye. They will both 

be launched at ASEC 2018. 

Events 

INCOSE UK ASEC 
We are about to issue the call for this year’s ASEC, where the theme will be ‘Year of Engineering’ to 

tie in with the UK Year of Engineering 

Training Day 2018 
This was run successfully, with full figures being presented by the Finance Director and Secretariat 

Outreach activities 
The following outreach activities are in the pipeline for the Technical Director: 

- BCS IMA IET Christmas Lecture, 12th December 2018, Coventry 

- The Channel Islands Group of Professional Engineers (CIGPE) – who knew?!? 6th (Jersey) and 7th ) 

Guernsey, family lecture 

- SWISSED 2019, keynote speaker at Swiss society of systems engineers 

 

Other activities 

Dissemination 
The LinkedIn and Twitter accounts remain active. We now have a blog, which is largely inactive, and 

Preview has moved to an electronic format. 

INCOSE UK Enterprise Architecture 
This has been an ongoing activity as part of my initial Technical Director pledge. The first version of 

this was presented at the INCOSE UK Council meeting in June 2016. 

In February 2017, the Technical Director applied for INCOSE Foundation funding to further this work 

and a grant of $2500 was awarded. INCOSE UK provided the remainder of the funding. The INCOSE 

Foundation award was announced at the IS in Australia in July. 

The INCOSE UK EA was also be the subject of a paper delivered to ASEC 2017 and won second best 

paper. It was also the subject of a workshop at the INCOSE EMEA WS in Mannheim in September 2017 

where a TeamStorming session was run.  

The response so far has been overwhelmingly positive and it is important to put more effort into if it 

is to be effective and for INCOSE UK to get the maximum benefit. 

This activity is currently on hold due to lack of funding. However, a new possibility of resourcing this 

has now been identified. After talks with Rick Adcock of Cranfield University, there I a possibility that 



we can tie in the development of the INCOSE UK EA with a student project which we could run on an 

ongoing basis. This is still be discussed but is a definite possibility. 

INCOSE UK Systems Summit 2018 
We ran the first Systems Summit at ASEC 2017 with an invited set of stakeholders in the form of a 

TeamStorming workshop. The results of this have now been written up as a report and have been 

made available to Council for review before release to UKAB and the INCOSE UK Membership. 

We are intending to run this again at this year’s ASEC with a longer time being allocated – four hours 

instead of two. 

INCOSE UK Endorsed Training Provider Scheme 
The idea of an INCOSE UK accredited training provider scheme is now in progress. The first pilot is now 

complete and the assessment form has been made available for comment by Council. 

Once feedback has been received and, assuming the go-ahead, the assessment process will be 

formally defined. 

We are waiting for final approval from Council on this. 

INCOSE UK Endorsed Competency Framework Scheme 
The Technical Director has been approached to see if INCOSE UK provides an endorsement scheme 

relating to competency frameworks.  

Network Rail is developing a Competency Framework for their SE skills and they are using the INCOSE 

Framework for the main basis. They have asked if INCOSE UK offered any endorsement of competency 

frameworks. I explained that we currently don't, but that is no reason why we shouldn't. 

It is proposed that we should offer a new service for this. 

The idea would be that we define an assessment process for compliance, the end result of which 

would be a statement of 'this framework maps to the INCOSE one'. This will involve work to define the 

process, but it will be similar to what we are doing on the training provider one, so will not involve a 

great deal of effort. It will not require any extra effort whatsoever on the existing framework, nor on 

the PD Director, as the Technical Director can do this. 

We could offer this as a paid service, like the training provider. This would be zero-risk (once the 

mechanism is in place), will earn us money and adds to our growing portfolio of groovy services. 

Network Rail have volunteered to be the pilot if we go ahead with this. 

Initially, the idea was rejected as Network Rail had an outstanding invoice from several years prior. 

This has now been paid and so there is no longer any reason to delay making this decision. 

I would like Council to discuss this and give a yes or no on whether to progress this or not 


